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Introduction
In the UK semi and fully automatic rifles are banned as part of the Firearms (amendment )Act 1988 which came about
as a result of a shooting that took place in Dunblane, Scotland. Had the authorities acted appropriately on the

information available prior to the shooting, the tragic event would have never have taken place. However that was
another story which the government of the day buried in the Official Secrets Act.
As a result, the UK shooting community are permitted single shot AR platforms and one of the best manufacturers in
the UK is the Southern Gun Company. I say manufacturers because many other organisations simply assemble rifles
with parts from the US or Europe. Early guns had a cocking handle secured to the bolt carrier or relied on the original
AR cocking handle and in doing so complied with the law. However a few years ago, rifles where developed that where
blowback or gas operated and incorporated a holdback device (MARS or manually activated release system or LRR,
lever release rifles). Technically these rifles complied with the law, but rates of fire where now almost the same as a
semi automatic rifle and this was seen as “bending” the law and I predicted that the government would look to ban
these rifles in due course. As predicted in 2019 this was accomplished with the introduction of the Offensive Weapons
Act 2019.
General
The below image is an example of a early Southern Gun Company SSR-15 in .223, showing the distinctive side cocking
handle. Whilst limited to a slow rate of fire,
the rifles have no magazine restriction and
are capable of good accuracy making them
suitable candidates for various competitions
such as civilian service and practical rifle competitions, both of which are highly popular in
the UK.
The lower image shows the same rifle, with
more modern accessories and whilst 20 or
30rds magazines are available, I prefer the
smaller 10rd magazines for these rifles as the
smaller magazine, improves handling, feed
reliability and accuracy.
In mid 2020 a SSR-15 crossed my door that
was slightly different and worth further
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Investigation and even an armourers report.
Looking at the image, the reader may be forgiven into thinking this is a typical AR platform.
It has an old ACE butt assembly, a Daniel Defence forend, fluted barrel and a muzzle brake
which are all perfectly normal for a AR, however being a UK legally compliant rifle it has no
gas parts, the barrel has no gas port and therefore it is a single shot rifle. What is not immediately apparent is this rifle is what you might call a lever action, it is in
.30 Carbine and you can discharge accurate rifle bullets rather than the less accurate round nose pistol bullet normally
associated with this calibre.
In the UK, until the advent of this rifle, the only .30 carbine calibre rifle was the M1 carbine, which is available in single
shot and accuracy is modest at best. I was initially reluctant to purchase this rifle as the after sale options would be
limited. This is supported by the rifle, no longer being in manufacture but also the limitations of the .30 car cartridge.
However the opportunity to own a unique and unusual rifle was to much to bear.
Upper Receiver
The lower receiver on this rifle is marked 2003 and I’m guessing the upper receiver is of a similar age as it lacks the
forward assist. UK military AR platforms are very similar to US models but UK
civilian AR’s are quiet different. Not only do they lack the gas system but they
have added refinements to facilitate improved single shot performance. In
the upper image there is a stainless steel blanking plate which is blanking of
the left hand cocking handle facility. Normally this would have a FN FAL type
cocking handle fitted.
In the lower right image, two threaded holes can be seen in the bolt carrier.
This would normally accommodate the right hand cocking handle and therefore in a .223/5.56mm version the rifle could have up to three cocking
handles, however as this model is a lever action, only the traditional cocking
handle remains.
In almost all other respects the upper receiver is identical to a traditional AR
and therefore scope mounts and forend's are interchangeable.
Bolt & Bolt Carrier
As far as I am aware and I am happy to be corrected here, the bolt face
measures 0.637 and therefore has been specifically manufactured for the .30
carbine cartridge, otherwise the bolt is identical to a standard .223 bolt.
What is different is the bolt carrier, the two holes on the right and the slot
machined on the left is for the UK spec
cocking handles. For the more observant,
some readers may notice a slot just behind
the pin retaining firing pin. This is where
the lever arm engages and in theory you
don't have to removed your hand from the
pistol grip to cycle the action.
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Lower Receiver
The magazine housing, magazine release catch, hold open device, return spring assembly, trigger and safety are all
standard AR and are interchangeable with any other AR, however as the reader may now see behind the hold open

device is the tip of an arm and as seen in the right image, that extends into the pistol grip, which is pivoted and
therefore provides the lever to cycle the action.
I was reading in one of these chat rooms and an individual called this rifle an “abomination”, what small mindedness.
In a country with almost zero gun crime, a skilled and imaginative engineer has developed a legal and ingenious
solution to allow shooters to enjoy the AR platform.
My only comment is to operate the lever effectively, you must lower your grip and push rather than twist, but when
done effectively a reasonable rate of fire can be obtained. However this is a compromise between rate of fire and
accuracy, to maintain accuracy for competition work a slower rate of fire is essential.
Barrel
Traditional M1 carbine barrels are light and have a 1 in 16 twist. This rifle is fitted with a heavy fluted 1 in 10 barrel,
which is threaded and fitted with a muzzle brake. 1 in 10 barrels can obviously support heavier bullets but this is limited
by the magazine and we will be discussing in a separate chapter.
I like the muzzle brake but I plan to remove it as this is a short range rifle (300 max) and most shoots will probably be
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conducted at 100 and 200 yards on busy firing points. As the effectiveness of a muzzle brake with a low powered round
is limited, to avoid upsetting fellow shooters I will remove the brake and refit with a thread protector.
The .30 Carbine Cartridge
The .30 carbine round was perfect for its original design specification as a defensive weapon for support troops such
as radiomen, mortar crews or with police forces where the less powerful cartridge
reduces the risk of secondary damage etc.
From a UK target scene there is less attraction as the maximum range is limited to 300
yards, with the effective range being 200 -250 yards, therefore it is not really suitable
for civilian service competitions and not accurate enough for target use. Having said all
that, it does compete in classic military comps and is good fun to shoot with ammunition that cost relatively little.
Whilst the cartridge was never designed with rifle bullets in mind, one of the attractive
features of this rifle is that it is possible to load rifle bullets and well as the tradition
round nose. The traditional 110gr round nose bullet is a pistol bullet and therefore
whilst accuracy is reasonable, it is not renown as a “nail tacker”.
As I had the option to test the rifle before I purchased, I quickly made up some rounds
for the test. As I prefer Vihtavuori, most reloading manuals will recommend Vihtavuori N110 as the powder of choice
but I had no plans to research reloading with round nose bullets, my only interest is rifle bullets and was one of the
primary reasons for planning to purchase the rifle. Lapua supply .308 100gr cutting edge bullets which are ideal for this
requirement. Initially using N110, I reloaded between 11 & 13 grains and measuring 0.015 of the lands meant COL was
restricted to 1.81”. 13gr of N110 compacted the powder and slightly damaged the bullet tip and therefore was not an
option. 11 grains was not obturating and therefore the best load was 12 grains of N110. My next investigation was
using N105 and again the powder range was 11-13 gr but being a slight less bulky grain, the powder was not
compacted when loaded to 13gr. I will discuss the results of this test later in the report.
Magazine
The success of the rifle to shoot two different bullets type is due the magazine design. The grey coloured magazine is
for traditional 30 Carbine ammunition using round nosed bullets. The plum coloured magazine is designed for rifle
bullets and as can be seen below, has more space to permit the longer bullet.
Again the magazine design is ingenious, they are not manufactured from
press steel as are most magazines, but machined from solid aluminium,
pinned and screwed together. Being machined from aluminium, they are solid
and heavy magazines. The grey magazine functions in the same way as a
traditional magazine but the plum coloured magazine functions slightly differently. The extra length required for the rifle bullets is achieved by the use of
a thin stainless steel plate which permits more room in the magazine. The
Magazine platform assembly is part of a block which moves vertically in a
guide rib and the platform itself pivots and is spring loaded. The result is a
smooth effective feed cycle with the presentation angle being maintained for each
cartridge.
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Initial range test
The initial range test was a rushed affair as it was also an assessment into the decision to purchase and I didn't want
to the leave the seller hanging, so it was more a
function test, than an accuracy test. Using the
setup provided by the seller, the first test was
shot at 100 yards, from the bench and fully supported using a bag rest. Using Fiocchi factory
ammunition that consisted of 110gr round nose
bullets, I zeroed the rifle and then attempted to
provide my first group.
My magazine kept grounding and consequently
I had to shoot from a high position that meant
the rifle was balancing on the bag rather than
being fully supported. Not the best shooting
position and the group counting a few flyers was
at best 2.5”. Whilst the group was less than awe
inspiring, the rifle functioned flawlessly and the
light recoil was a pleasure.
The second test was using the Lapua bullets and the plum coloured magazine. Again the magazine kept grounding, plus
I had feed problems. I had made up five strings of five rounds with loads between 11 & 13 grains. I was checking feed,
obturation and therefore none of this was conducive to obtaining a group and although the sub groups where less than
an inch, overall group size was still typically 2.5”.
Back at the workshop
Whilst the initial range test was somewhat of a rush, it was enough to make the decision to purchase the rifle. However
the test highlighted the grounding issue with the magazine, one of the plum
colour magazines was miss-feeding and the Viht N110 was less than ideal for
the Lapua bullet despite it being lighter than the standard 110gr round nose
bullet.
Whilst I cannot speak more highly about the ingenious engineering that has
gone into this rifle, the magazine did highlight a minor issue. Shooting prone
or from the bench caused the magazines to ground and therefore they where
slightly on the long side. Having already stripped them down, I couldn't understand why there was almost an inch of solid material underneath the large
assembly screw. After a lot of thought, I decided to machine the excess
material off and so far, so good, I just hope have not made a major cock-up and
missed something in the original design.
Although not a fault, the original butt assembly was an old ACE design which
utilises a sponge cheek piece. Good for keeping the cold of your cheek in the
winter months but not good when it gets wet with sweat and that sweat builds
up over the years and becomes a potential hygiene issue.
Therefor after some consideration, I decided as this was a short range rifle, I would convert it into a Carbine and fit a
modern Magpul UBR adjustable stock. As I had replace the rifle return spring tube with a carbine model, I also had to
fit a carbine piston and a shorten the return spring.
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The original scope setup was rather basic and reticule of the BSA was too thick for my accuracy requirements,
therefore, I planned to replace the scope, together with the cheap rings.
The replacement scope was a Weaver Superslam 3-10x42
with tactical drums and 1” tube. These are good quality,
reliable mid priced scopes and the x10 magnification was
ideal for the envisaged engagement ranges of 100 to 200
yards.
The replacement lightweight one piece mount was purposely designed for AR type rifles and is from Rechnagel's
tactical range, there not cheap, but the quality is worth it.
Follow-up range test
The initial range test was a rushed affair but the follow-up accuracy test was more organised. When I purchased the
rifle I received plenty of factory ammo which I need to use up, so the initial zeroing was carried out using Fiocchi factory
ammo. The rifle bullet reloads was made up five strings of five rounds with loads between 11 & 13 grains of VV N105.
In terms of case capacity N105 was far superior than N110 and there was no powder compaction. Chronographing
indicated 11 grains was generating 1962 fps which was the same as the Fiocchi factory rounds. 13 grains was running
at 2190 fps.
However accuracy was still a concern with groups generally
around 2.5” (60mm) which was no improvement on my
previous range test. If you ignore the flyer in the right
image, 11.5 grains was producing the best group at 1.25”
(32mm) but to be honest, I think it was wishful thinking.
Researching a Gun Digest article indicated that M1 carbines where generally acceptable if they obtained a 3” to
5” groups at 100 yards and with an exceptional rifle obtaining slightly less, therefore maybe I should be grateful that
this rifle was achieving 2.5” groups at 100 yards. If that was the case this rifle was aiming to be my most inaccurate rifle
in my collection. However I had two minor options left in my accuracy improving arsenal. Inspecting the barrel with a
borescope highlighted some carbon and copper deposits, so a barrel deep clean would not go amiss.
Another small feature was the the rifle bullets hollow point was being deformed by the round nose bullet seating tool,
the solution was to mill a flat in the tool so the hollow point remained intact.
Final range test
As the previous accuracy and chronograph test indicated 11.5 grains of N105 was generating the best groups, I
reloaded 50rds and headed of
to the range. Despite being
early October the weather
was mild and it was a nice
pleasant day with very little
wind. Shooting from a bench,
at 100 yards and fully supported, I shot a few warming
shots and then settled down
to produce some
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reasonable groups. First group was 1.25” (32mm), second group was 0.41” (11mm) and the final group was 1” (25mm)
which gave me an average group of 22.6mm or just under an 1.0”.
When you read that the M1 Carbine was achieving 3-5” groups, 1” is more than acceptable, however these groups are
only possible to due to the magazine conversion and the ability to utilise the Lapua 100gr bullets, with factory standard
round nose, grouping with this rifle is typically 2.5” (60mm).
Summary
Only on rare occasions have I had the opportunity to shoot the .30 Carbine cartridge using a M1 carbine and then it
was just for fun and not for accuracy, therefore this project was not only interesting but a steep learning curve. The
SSR 15/30 is a unique design which came about as a result of the UK’s extremely strict and narrow minded gun laws,

it is a superb, capable rifle which functions flawlessly and the Southern Gun Company should be applauded for its
ingenious engineering. With the recent ban on LRR & MAR’s rifles it may be interesting to see if this lever format comes
back into vogue. With the recent introduction of the .300 Blackout cartridge which is a far more accurate, the .30
Carbine cartridge will have lost its place as a suitable cartridge for modern guns. I am sure the cartridge will still
continue as a classic rifle cartridge, but in the UK that is a very limited market restricted to a few single shot M1
carbines.
Whilst this is an accurate rifle, it cannot compete against more accurate AR .223/5.56 platforms, that are used in the
UK civilian service and practical competitions. I have yet to test the rifle at longer ranges, however the fact that I have
increased the velocity slightly and I am using a ballistically superior bullet, I am guessing 300 yards will be the practical
range limit. However if groups are reasonable, I am thinking of competing in 200 yard competitions, not so much to
win, but to enjoy this unique rifle.
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